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We are the Albuquerque Teachers Federation (ATF), a union of professional
educators, representing teachers and professional support staff in all matters. The
statement of purpose in Article II of our Constitution is testimony to what we as an
organization believe and what we are about:
The purpose of this organization shall be:
•

To obtain for all members of the bargaining unit the salary and working conditions
essential to the best professional service.

•

To obtain for all educators the rights and respect to which they are entitled.

•

To encourage the coordinated action of educators and community in creating the
most productive learning environment in our schools.

•

To expose and fight discrimination in education toward any individual or group on
the basis of sex, creed, color, race, national origin, sexual orientation, age or
political activities and beliefs.

•

To promote the welfare of children by providing equal educational opportunity for
all.

•

To encourage cooperation with workers of other unions to promote better
working conditions for all.

•

To advance educator decision-making power in the administration of schools.

•

To promote the process of democracy in the schools, which will enable educators
to better equip their pupils to take their places in the economic, social, and
political life of the community.

•

To promote political action for the benefit of educators and other working people.

•

To promote and support the professional growth and development of educators
by continually providing information and learning opportunities about educational
issues.
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The Albuquerque Teachers Federation (ATF) works for proven, educator-driven
school reforms that will improve education locally for over 87,000 students, and
statewide for New Mexico’s 828 public schools. We believe that the improvement of
public education should be taken away from those who scheme to profit from our
children and should be placed in the hands of educators who work daily in the
schools—those who know your students best. We strive to create the world-class
educational system that New Mexico’s children deserve. To this end, we advocate for
aligning policies toward a unified vision that invests in and trusts educators as
professionals, along with a focus on equity.
We believe the following are essential in creating world-class schools:
• Educate the Whole Child. Our state must invest to ensure that all schools have a
well-rounded curriculum with classes in the Fine Arts in every school. Varied elective
courses should be offered, including world languages. Every school should have a
library—well-stocked with books from all areas and with the latest in technology
equipment and material—and fully staffed with qualified librarians.
• Help Students Get the Best Possible Start. Children need age-appropriate
education in the early grades. Students should have access to quality prekindergarten. Numerous studies show that high-quality early childhood programs
increase the likelihood that children, particularly those from disadvantaged
backgrounds, will become successful students and citizens.
• Fully Fund Education. We believe that New Mexico has a moral and constitutional
obligation to provide sufficient funding for public schools. There is no excuse for
returning tax dollars to the most affluent while denying students the essential
educational programs they deserve. This includes intervention programs to ensure
success for all, as well as full funding for counselors, school nurses, social workers,
and therapists.
• Teach ALL Students. We are committed to address any disparities in educational
services and secure comprehensive, effective programs for English Language
Learners and for students with special needs. Our focus must be on fulfilling our
state’s commitment to Bilingual Education.
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• Respect the Professionals. Educators need compensation that is comparable to
others with similar education and experience levels. They need paid time to
adequately plan lessons and collaborate with colleagues. Teachers and related
services personnel need autonomy and shared decision-making in their schools.
Their professional judgment must influence policies and practices at the district and
state levels.
• Establish Community Schools. Community schools focus on creating stable
environments in which students can live and learn, and teachers can teach. They
become the hub in the neighborhood linking medical, mental, and social services
to children and their families. Community schools are open outside the regular
school day and offer programs and services such as daycare, tutoring, after school
programs, and adult education.
• Address the issue of poverty. We work for excellent public schools, strong unions,
comprehensive public services, livable wages, tax fairness, and social & economic
justice. Real education reform fights poverty.
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Preamble of the ATF/APS Negotiated Agreement
The District and the Federation share the belief that providing a high-quality
education for the children of Albuquerque is the paramount objective of the District.
Both parties affirm that all educational programs must be sensitive to the needs and
aspirations of students. We believe that all students can learn, and we have a
responsibility to educate all of them well. Student success must not be predictable by
a student’s circumstances, background, race or socioeconomic status.
We believe that a collaborative partnership between the District and the Federation
embodies the notion that an educational system based on the involvement of
teachers in the decision-making process will lead to the highest quality of education,
enhance the practice of teaching and foster human dignity for all at the school site.
Furthermore, the parties believe that by working together, an atmosphere which
promotes professional growth will be established.
To meet the objective above and formally establish a collaborative partnership that
redefines and improves upon its collective bargaining relationship, the Federation
and the District agree to the Living Contract, a concept and a process that will allow
the parties to collaborate in addressing the following issues:
•
•
•
•
•

Policy matters that affect teaching and learning
District-wide matters that affect teachers, students and the community
Instructional and curriculum issues
Teaching and learning issues
Long-term planning

The living contract agreement is essential to furthering the desired partnership
between the District and the Federation. Working in partnership makes it possible to
address challenges that individual entities could not effectively address through
separate efforts. Quality partnerships can be recognized by the following
characteristics:
•
•
•

Partners make a formal, sustained commitment to accomplish a shared
mission.
Partners recognize and respect each partner’s responsibilities and constraints.
Partners work to know and acknowledge each other’s strengths and interests.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Partners recognize and respect each other as separate entities, with differing
cultures, values, and communication styles.
Partners enhance trust by sharing knowledge, disclosing self-interest and
attempting to satisfy the needs of each partner.
Partners affirm the shared vision of the partnership by keeping others informed
of related activities that affect the partners.
Partners identify specific goals so all partners can work effectively.
Partners make decisions collaboratively and support those decisions within the
partner organizations.
Partners specify what each entity is expected to contribute to the partnership.
Partners commit the resources – human, financial, and physical – necessary to
accomplish the shared mission.
Partners alter organizational policies and procedures to the best of their ability
to help effectuate recommendations made by the partnership.
Partners make the collaborative effort visible, when appropriate, publicizing
and promoting results.
Partners periodically reassess the mission and progress toward accomplishing
it.

Attaining the educational goals of the Albuquerque Public Schools requires mutual
understanding and cooperation between the District and the Federation. To this end,
good-faith negotiations between the District and the Federation with a free and open
exchange of views are desirable.
Change requires intensive, carefully planned, and skillfully executed implementation.
We acknowledge that strong, consistent leadership, trusting collaboration, systemwide communication, quality teaching, and high teacher morale promote positive
learning environments for students.
As part of its collective bargaining relationship and partnership, the Albuquerque
Teachers Federation and Albuquerque Public Schools agree to the following:
A. The purpose of the Living Contract is to enable the parties to respond more
quickly to issues that demand immediate attention while working within the
framework of collective bargaining. The Living Contract is not a document, but rather
a process that may result in written agreements.
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B. Pursuant to this Preamble, the parties agree to establish a joint committee(s) to
provide for regular, on-going discussions and decision-making on matters germane
to improved union-management relations and more effective overall system
operations.
C. The District and the Federation are committed to supporting the Living Contract
and have established the following joint goals:
• Maintain open lines of communication between the District and the
Federation;
• Conduct on-going negotiations as timely problem solving;
• View collective bargaining as collaboration;
• Provide flexibility in dealing with issues as they arise; and
• Discuss future district initiatives that have a potential impact on teachers' work
and workload.
D. Nothing herein shall be deemed to impair the authority of the Superintendent, or
preclude the Superintendent from consulting informally with members of the
bargaining unit.
The parties agree to establish three (3) joint committees. The overall charge of each
committee is summarized as follows:
• Living Contract Committee
Policy/District-wide issues, instructional issues, long-term planning
• Supporting Quality Teachers (SQT) Team
Teaching and learning issues
• Contract Administration Committee/Negotiations
Dispute resolution, contract implementation, working conditions,
interim negotiations
In addition, the joint committee(s) may:
1) Set up temporary sub-committees, task forces or design teams to address
particular issues;
2) Recommend revisions to the Negotiated Agreement to clarify language and
meaning, correct contradictions or inconsistencies, remove outdated language
and organize and streamline it;
3) Train District and Federation staff regarding the Agreement and best
practices with respect thereto; and
4) Recommend joint communications to clarify particular issues.
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Introduction
The Albuquerque Teachers Federation (ATF) is committed to improving the conditions
of teaching and learning in our public schools while advancing the causes of social
justice and democracy for our members, students, and the ABQ community.
ATF is a professional, progressive union that represents all licensed teachers and
Essential and Related Service Educators in the Albuquerque Public Schools.
ATF has been a strong educational leader for decades. Whether improving working
conditions within APS, promoting cutting edge pedagogy, developing Professional
Development systems, or fighting for our students’ needs at the state level, ATF has a
long history of not just involvement, but leadership. We have worked hard to sustain
a collaborative relationship between union and management and are proud of the
programs and policies that have resulted from this effort.
With that collaborative history in mind, ATF gathered input from our members about
the qualities the practitioners feel are important in our next superintendent. As we
look forward to continuing collaborative efforts, we respectfully submit our collective
wishes for the next leader of APS.
Summary of Survey Results
Leadership matters. Leaders set a tone, provide vision, instill confidence, ensure
stability, value progress, support employees, and manage systems. Educators flock to
a school where there is excellent principal leadership, and they stay there. By the
same token, we see high teacher and support staff turnover rates at schools where
our voices are not honored and where there is no clear vision on how the school
should move forward.
The same is true for the leadership of a school district superintendent. Our district’s
leadership matters. Although the average tenure of urban superintendents is
between 2.3 to 3.6 years and school employees generally outlast whoever is chosen
to be the superintendent, a leader who works collaboratively with educators and
demonstrates just and visionary leadership can make a positive change in the work
we do.
In our recent Superintendent Survey, ATF members were united in their desires for
particular qualities in the next leader for our district. Educators nearly unanimously
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had the following things to say (98-99% of respondents agreed with these
statements).
Educators believe a next superintendent should:
•
•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Hold administrators accountable for a positive work-site culture.
Track staff turnover in the district, and at individual sites, and use that
information to focus on retention strategies for every employee group.
Demand accountability for each and every APS department to have a serviceto-schools (and employees) orientation, provide timely and accurate
responses, and be respectful in their interactions.
Improve communication between district departments and improve the
communication flow from district administration to practitioners and vice versa.
Ensure that there is a pervasive customer (i.e. employee) service orientation in
each department and department personnel have an attitude that central
office is there to support schools, not the other way around.
Support strong, site-based shared leadership, the creation of innovative
schooling models, and teacher autonomy to use innovative methods and
materials to engage students.
Address workload issues. (For some time, educators have described their
workload as “unmanageable.” Many teachers report frustration about tasks that
do not directly inform teaching and learning or improve outcomes for
children.)
Promote and advocate for our district.
Focus on supportive and positive employee working conditions.
Provide schools with individualized supports and resources based on the
unique needs of students.
Be a strong manager—or hire one.
Collaborate and innovate with the employees’ unions.
Execute proactive public relations.

Educators believe that the next superintendent should work to create a system of
schools rather than a school system. In a system of schools, the central office and
offshoots of the centralized administration know that they are there to support the
employees who work every day with students. This is very different from the
traditional “school system” where employees are viewed as being there to support
the work of the district’s central office.
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Our next superintendent will inherit a district in which we have a tradition of labor/
management collaboration at the district and the school level. Educators believe that
the next superintendent must support the growth of school and classroom autonomy

Data Collected
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Educator Comments (optional)
Thank goodness Michelle Lujan Grisham is our governor. Holy Cow!!! It feels as if we
have come out of the dark ages and we have an opportunity to grow as educators
without being in fear of being punitively punished. I understand the union has one job
basically, and that is to represent teachers and other roll groups within the union. I
worry we are losing sight of why we are educators sometimes. We are here to educate
students and when decisions are made, that should be paramount in the thinking that
goes with the process. I have the unique opportunity of seeing and working with
elementary, mid and high school level students at a multitude of schools. Every school
has a unique personality depending greatly on the principals at each school. This
seems to be really good at some sites and not so good at others. Allowing individual
principals to have so much autonomy can be great but also not so great. I believe there
must be guidance and accountability from the district and that City Center plays an
important role in supporting me in my job. The principals do not see me as an
employee they need to support. They see me as an outsider and the only support I
have is from the district supervisor and the Liaison. These 2 individuals provide training
and support for our roll group and often times must go head to head with principals
who see us as guests at their school and do not necessarily embrace us for serving
students with special needs in their community.
I think the new superintendent needs to be acutely aware that this is a huge district
and be aware of what they are stepping in to. They need to understand that we have a
very big special education population and be willing to work with that or at least
oversee it.
I would like to see more equity across the different zones. We need to recognize that
the west-side and valley are not the areas in most need of money and support.
The need for our new superintendent to ensure the establishment of healthy systems in
each department of City Center, as well as for principals, cannot be underestimated.
Our pay stubs should not look as if we are hourly employees. The joke should never be
to make at least three copies of documents before giving to human resources, because
ultimately they will be lost. Even more importantly, principals should have standards on
how to manage their schools. Principals should be able to communicate (and have
documented) school wide discipline policies, how often and through what mode they
communicate with their staff, how to manage open house, etc. Our new superintendent
should promote the implementation of the same strategies at the district level that is
expected at the school level. Why can't Restorative Justice circles or other RJ
practices be used by district personnel with students in IAES, by district and school in
collaboration with the transition of students from IAES or the Juvenile Justice system
back to school, or by truancy liaisons with chronically truant students? In other words,
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our new superintendent needs to be able to oversee a genuine and comprehensive
systems change, in order to give APS its own Moonshot.
Schools need more on site resources to help us help students (more counselors, full
time nurses), social workers to support all students and families, not just ones with
IEP's. Teachers have become the source of services that address the whole child... We
need more professional resources to meet the needs of students. 2. The SAT process
has become overly burdensome in terms of paperwork, protocols, and wait times. The
bridge from SAT to special ed (when students do qualify) is not a smooth one.
We need a superintendent who will inspire us and have realistic goals. The generic,
fluffy goals don't really give us any direction to take our district.
Thank you for the well-designed topics in each question.
Please make sure the next superintendent will support teachers and hold Principals
accountable for their actions.
Try to convince Shelly Green to be superintendent. She is one of the only "normal"
people at central office.
Special Education requires support that is functional and does not bury and push staff
out of the profession.
I am a Dean of Students and have a unique perspective on student discipline and the
importance of emphasizing social-emotional learning, restorative practices, and the
importance of engaging with families to promote peaceful, nonviolent problem solving.
I had a training where we mentioned our students grow and learn where they feel safe.
It was an important component in building a healthy learning environment. The problem
is our teachers do not feel "safe" to truly speak about their issues, questions, problems
etc. so they stay quiet. I can only imagine a staff meeting where we could really say
what we want to say and not fear the repercussions.
Teachers need training in phonics and better training for SAT's like children with
dyslexia.
PLEASE VALUE EACH SCHOOLS EAS AND INCREASE THEIR PAY!! WHILE SOME
SIT BACK IN CLASSROOMS, OTHERS ARE THE TRUE SUPPORT FOR THE KIDS IN
THE CLASSROOMS. WHEN YOU ARE BARELY ABOVE MINIMUM WAGE, HOW DO
YOU FIND AMAZING STAFF THAT ARE HAPPY ABOUT DOING THEIR JOB?
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Student growth should not be tied to our evaluations. Administrators should
understand that S.E. students are not learning at the same level as their peers. We can
scaffold and model for our students. However, there are days when we are teaching at
their level to address their educational needs. That might mean that the lesson is not at
grade level yet, but over time it will get to grade level through scaffolding. Scaffolding
five years of Math does not happen in one lesson.
I have liked Raquel's style...folksy yet focused. Perhaps we should have someone who
is willing to look at the district as 3-4 distinct units. Also, we need something different
with M & O. No accountability.
We also need a superintendent who will manage the "M&O"/contractors better.
Contracting these services out has been a nightmare. They are not fixing issues at the
school. They waste money sitting around not working and they take forever to do jobs
that can be done in one or two days. They also tend to pass off issues around instead
of fixing the problem.
The zone system is not working. Zones are isolated and the support personnel that is
supposed to be helping their zone are absent, vacant and not reactive to the needs of
students and teachers who are overwhelmed with requirements and no tools to work
with students who no longer fit the factory model of education. Our district needs
training in trauma informed teaching techniques and friendlier classrooms that
embrace ALL students. Teachers need to be supported and helped with our growing
mentally and emotionally fragile students and families.
G. Antonio Gonzales please!
So, what would happen if some district administrator came into a given classroom not
as an observer but as an EA? Just for a day. Like that cable show of a boss who gets
hired by his/her company and works along side frontline people. Then have a meeting
with the superintendent for feedback. I have heard from teachers and other workers
that to survive for yourself is to keep to yourself. If that is true, then is that a significant
problem. I would suggest a half day recess or long lunch period. Observe all the social
interaction from pre-K to Seniors. Between Regular Education student to Special
Education students. Student varieties on campus' to include the specialize programs.
Lots of reality. Walk around neighborhoods students live in. That’s where the answers
exist. god bless whoever gets to be the next leader.
Teachers are leaving schools more frequently because they do not feel supported.
Administration focuses more on telling people what to do rather than how to do it. They
don't take into consideration how much you have going on. They don't understand,
and they don't try to understand. Admin doesn't make you feel like you belong. You
get yelled at for the smallest things. They don't treat you with respect. They treat you
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like a worker bee, instead of a human being. Teaching is not easy, and it's even harder
with the difficult admin. I have considered not teaching anymore because of the
administration. This needs to be fixed. They are going to lose a lot of great teachers.
Always, always, ALWAYS -- PEOPLE before POLITICS. The protection that certain
individuals receive for being connected to the Governor's office is corrupt. There is one
individual who has lost the APS millions of dollars in grant money because he is a
protected politician and his superiors won't reprimand him. It is a travesty. What is
most sad is that the community [students and parents] are the ones who suffer most
when politics are placed at the forefront.
I would like a superintendent, that listens to wants and needs of teachers and
communities.
As a parent and a teacher, I do not want a longer school year. As a parent and a
teacher I personally know many parents, ALL of them do not want a longer school
year.
Innovation is critical to changing the organization!
Smaller class sizes
As a ms counselor I spend a lot of time with sped scheduling and several sped go
through health and wellness. It is such a huge amount of time energy resources spent
on students and my regular ed, students in mental, emotional health don’t get help. It’s
really hard to balance. Guidance in this area would be greatly appreciated
I have a concern about when a new-curriculum is given out. I would like it if it would be
given to teachers no-later-than April the year before. This way it gives teachers time to
prepare lessons and integrate it into their instruction.
Teachers need an additional raise. They got cheated on the last promise from
legislature and they did not get the original raise they were promised, yet we have seen
numerous middle level positions and high raises for Administration. Teachers got the
lowest raises. That says a lot for District opinions towards teachers.
Reduce class size and drop class loads. I have a class with 5 IEP students, special
education, gifted and regular students. Teaching a Spanish language class with 32
students and more is challenging. Spanish should use the same criteria as an English
class. Reduce classes in high schools. 25 students per class and modify the system of
the total load. It is not fair to our student's needs. Oversize classes are not conducive
to learning because of the varying needs of students.
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Hold the parents accountable for their children education as well. Just not in the
wealthier parts of town, but every school and every student should have someone from
home that is accountable.
Teachers are burning out because they are carrying a load that goes beyond the work
day and it feels that some are recognized and rewarded, while others are not
acknowledged at all for their tremendous efforts. Students are changing and they come
with a host of new problems. The management of students and all their needs are
forever in flux. Student needs are the main focus of a teacher, but all the extra back
end work is overwhelming and frustrating. It is a 14 hour a day job with no end in sight.
Teachers do the job because they "all" care about their students. Not just a select few.
This needs to be recognized more frequently somehow.
I think my frustration and anger at the district level management are clear. I doubt that I
am alone in this.
More layers of bureaucrats is not always a benefit. For example, our 2 Teacher Leader
Facilitators are making a lot of money for doing very little at our school. Funds would
be better spent by purchasing working Chrome books for the classrooms.
Good luck!
Important. Teachers need support with behaviors. SAT process complete - it is taking
over a year for testing to complete! Too long Increase pay of experienced teachers.
Reduce class size for K-12 to 16 students or less. Give Middle school teachers a block
schedule, a prep time, AND a PLC block like high school teachers. Teach 4th and 5th
grades by subject specialty (rotate for math, science, social studies) with ELA in
homeroom teacher's class.
I really don't know.
This was an oblivious, duh. We need all of the above
I highly support Yvonne Garcia or Gabriella Blakey as the next superintendent of APS.
They are both approachable and have been successful principals. This means they will
have more propensity to keep admin honest.
The district needs to take class size seriously and look at the educational impacts of
shuffling classes at the 40 day count because they are too 'small'. These are strictly
economic decisions that negatively impact students' learning.
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IT WOULD BE MORE HONEST OF APS TO REFUSE TO ASK FOR INPUT SINCE THEY
RARELY, IF EVER, ACCEPT IT AND MAKE ANY CHANGES BASED ON IT.
We need to have our Legislature (School Board, Superintendent, Union) to look at
increasing the number of school employees in every school by the factor of at least 3
(triple) so that we can start to make significant changes in the direction of our society
today. We need safe schools, with more adult-to-adult interaction all day long that is
focused on providing an environment for students to not only learn academic skills but
more emphasis on social skills that are collaborative, team building with elements of
compassion and respect for all people EVEN IF you don't like them; that seeks quality
over quantity; that helps students meet the Standards of Competency at their own rate,
not at "the curriculum rate". DO we HAVE TO have 12 grades? Why not address the
standards from what is now kindergarten through 12th grade and you get finished with
your pre-college education at whatever age it is that you can prove you have met the
standards in all the areas that are important to be productive human beings? Maybe its
8 years and maybe its 20. "Meet the Bar" not "Pass the Class." Educational Reform!!
Stop the tower offices from implementing change in the middle of the year and on
short notice - ex: the report card fiasco. What do they do all year that change is done
at random? Have a plan set in place the day school starts....teachers spend to much
time trying to meet deadlines that are arbitrary and meaningless to student success.
My time trying to hurry and figure stuff out that has been changed for no reason uses
my time and energy in a nonproductive way. "Building the plane while we fly it has to
stop!" - best-practices have been est. for many areas - STICK TO THEM! Bestpractices are research-based...stop dropping them like bad habits only to reinvent
something else because of $$$ or staffing - stop making teachers leave the profession
because of stress that the world’s problems are the teachers fault....either fund the
services for sp. ed. or stop acting like you can do anything about it....give me & all
teachers our days off back so we are rested and can do our best in the moments. Fund
education - I am tired of spending my money on school items - hold parents
accountable for their own kids or fund us....thank you.... Stop making sp. ed. teachers
do paperwork for services that are not funded or have personnel...it is busy work to
make parents think we are doing all we can....reality is I spent to many days off doing
my job only to have services declined for shady reasons....
It would be a great gesture for our new superintendent to spend a whole week in the
shoes of our students. Eating the same food; going to the same super cold, or super
hot classrooms; and, trying to pay attention to class instruction in overcrowded rooms
where a lot of students are struggling because of circumstances beyond their control.
Smaller class sizes!
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We need our district special education preschool programs funded AND recognized as
rooms where teaching happens. Many teachers and administrators do not value or
respect teachers in the special education preschool settings.
The union needs to be part of the hiring process of the new superintendent.
Yes, we also need training from constituents that have national exposure and
innovative contributions. We need to be consulted from within our role group for
information that would make trainings, communication from supervisors and district
meetings and PD's more professionally relevant and less demeaning.
I would prefer a candidate to be from New Mexico if qualified. I no longer trust Miss
Blakey as a candidate. I want a candidate who has spent considerable time in the
classroom. I do not want a "reformer". I do not want a candidate who is a champion of
Charter schools.
Please help teachers to prioritize developing relationships with students and being
student focused. We need smaller class sizes to do this. Also please enforce a positive
supportive work environment instead of a punitive "gotcha" system at ALL SCHOOLS!
Provide respect and support to Early Childhood Educators in our district. It is no longer
solely K-12, New Mexico Early Childhood Education is growing and our district needs
to grow along with it, we now provide education Pre-K - 12.
Thank you for always helping teachers and other school staff!
This union is greatly admired for their continued efforts. All the more reason it is time
for the district to work within school and to look to the talented personnel that are
tackling issues, learning needs and behaviors on a day-to-day basis. Appreciate all you
all do -- beyond words!
Support Teachers!!!
Gifted science was removed from the options at a middle school level. I'm gifted
endorsed, but now am teaching regular science classes with gifted kids mixed in. I am
unable to meet every student's needs in this situation. The gifted kids want accelerated
instruction and challenging labs/projects. However, I have students with a 1st grade
reading and math level in the same classes. I'd like to see gifted science again. Face it
- when we differentiate, we often focus on the kids who need more scaffolding or time.
The gifted kids get left out.
Reduce the class size. I'm in a special ed setting but I have more than 20 students
without an EA. How can I properly address their individual needs?
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It is very important that the next superintendent vales and supports the growth and
support of Fine Arts and the continuation of focusing on the education of the whole
child.
The West Mesa and Rio Grande zones are being underserved in terms of resources.
Many teachers feel unsafe, unsupported and underpaid. Teacher turnover on my
campus is high due to the negative environment.
As a Fine Arts teacher, I work with SPED students every day and with their support
staff. I see their moral as very low and overworked. Many SPED EA's say they are
treated as workers, not staff members
With rising discipline issues, HS suicides increasing, student 2,3 grade levels below in
academics in the impoverished geographies we NEED SMALLER CLASS SIZES.
There is a huge issue with special education services being dictated by funding rather
than what is best for individual students and groups. Instead of providing what is best
for student learning, we adapt to less than ideal environments that promote student
learning such as class size, schedules, materials, classroom size, etc... It's pathetic.
I would like to see a Superintendent who has come from a district that had low
academic performance, but he or she was able to make valuable gains and show
growth among students.
SMALLER CLASS SIZES!!!!!!!
The next Superintendent should work to hire more qualified teachers with the main
purpose of reducing class sizes! Teachers are still quitting because they are over
worked. Yes, we got a pay raise, but we still have way too much on our caseloads and
the burnout is real! Also, the next Superintendent should work with administrations to
allow teachers to teach based on their student's needs, not a designated curriculum.
I have worked in special education for almost a decade. I feel that, overall, it is an
abusive working condition. I must endure abuse while I fastidiously collect data in
order to remove a student to a different setting. Meanwhile, I model to every student,
"abuse is ok". "We take it." It's wrong.
We need support of our individual schools, and the teachers in the classroom. Not a
modified all-encompassing district.
Thank you for the opportunity to fill out this survey.
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Last year I ended the year at a 2.32 FTE and was rejected pay after turning in my
timesheets. I did not complain, but I did leave that school and go to a smaller, more
manageable school.
Why isn't the union more involved in the search for a superintendent? And why are
they pretending to ask for public opinion? They didn't listen about the 10 days thing,
why pretend they're going to listen about anything?
Our SAT process is way too backed up. Having files completed an ready in October
but the students aren’t tested until the end of April! We are doing a disservice to our
students. Also-EAs being pulled to sub is difficult on kinder teachers and the special ed
department. We need to find a better solution.
I decided against completing this survey after reading the first few questions. I
completely understand that the union has a certain point of view. It is frustrating,
however, to be asked to complete a survey filled with bias. I am unclear how the
results of this survey will be used beyond the reinforcement of existing talking points.
Also, future surveys can be strengthened by incorporating best practices in survey
design, such as symmetric Likert scales.
The central office (Special Ed Department personnel) MUST encourage/support the
Special Ed teachers in order to increase the morale of the staff. At present, I believe
that the Special Ed teachers are supporting the Special Ed teachers in the district
rather than them (Special Ed personnel in the district) supporting the teachers. It is
disappointing and discouraging when I have to deal my special ed issues on my own.
The District’s support/action to us, special ed teachers, is not improving.
There should be a focus on schools with a high turnover of teachers. Some schools are
struggling with very unsupportive administration that makes the school environment
very negative. Having a supportive administration and positive school moral is
instrumental for student learning. This is reflected by the super intendant. If principals
are not held accountable for their behavior it sets a terrible example for teachers that
are already struggling with lack of support.
Thank you to the union for continuing the hard, behind the scenes, work!
Streamline paperwork required of support staff (counselors, etc.) so they can
concentrate on direct services to children and families, and support for teachers.
Let’s create community that works together to build our students and families into
positive functioning communities!!!!
Thanks for asking!
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Pay attention to those you have in leadership positions. If Human Resources is "afraid"
of someone and will not do their job, may be time to look at that person in a leadership
position.
We need an innovative, positive, leader who understands that well-trained and wellsupported teachers produce well-trained and well-supported students. Have a look at
the elementary Fine Arts program to see what can happen.
This survey is not a true survey just like the APS one. The questions are leading, the
choices offered not reflective of the respondent's true wishes.
APS has such a poor reputation and it seems there has been little movement in making
changes to improve morale and commitment. This ranges from HR taking FOREVER to
process documents and contact people in an appropriate manner to short staffing and
poor communication between those working in the trenches and the leadership at the
top.
I am really concerned with the current counselor openings. The district needs to offer
incentives for grad students to become a school counselor. Paid internship? Paid
mentor ship? Replacing the counseling director?
After the special ed deep dive the district seems to have gone in a passive aggressive
retaliation mode. I'm sure they don't see it that way- but we can feel it with the little
pokes and the people they hire.
Thx4 this opportunity to shape the choice of a new Super.
The next superintendent should make sure administrators and teachers are putting
children's needs first. Also, he or she should be from New Mexico or educate
themselves in our unique culture and distinct educational needs.
PLEASE help Special Education teachers with their workload! Please help us get PAID
for ALL the extra work we do!!!!
Please fix my heat. Please lower my class sizes. 1:40 is not ideal. Some teachers have
3 students. I don’t get it.
The special education department needs to put more staff in schools to support
students instead of all the people at the district office. School personnel need more
paid planning time. Evenings and weekends should not be used to grade, plan and do
paperwork.
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Violent students should be removed from their classrooms and evaluated in a MUCH
QUICKER MANNER!!! Learning for that student nor the REST cannot happen in an
unsafe environment filled with anxiety!
We need the ability and space to provide alternative educational settings for out-ofcontrol students (General Ed. and Special Ed) where the student learns and earns their
way back into their classrooms.
A Superintendent should be s CEO. APS is like a business and should be run like a
business. There is way too many people at the top making a lot where it could go to
better use.
In my opinion, APS needs a Superintendent who is FULLY BILINGUAL AND
SUPPORTS AND IS KNOWLEDGEABLE ABOUT BILINGUAL EDUCATION
PROGRAMS, with at least 15 years of experience as Superintendent in a school district
outside the State with similar demographics and issues.
The new superintendent needs to have a vision for the district. The concern needs to
be about the kids and teachers. There have been no changes in the current
superintendent. None. I have been a teacher for 21 years and things have never been
worse. Administrators have their own personal philosophies and ideas. This is the
"rationale" that is used to change policies and mandates that directly effect kids and
teachers. A collaborative effort needs to be instilled, there needs to be accountability
for ALL administrators.
Again, focus on students!
I was quite disappointed with the survey sent by the district. There were only a few
questions, and no room for comments at the end. There were also no questions about
hiring a local person who knows our district. I think it has been a huge mistake in the
past when the district has hired individuals who do not even live here.
Advocate for changes in teacher prep programs.
This is my first year in special education, so I have no direct reference to answer the
question.
I find it quite frustrating that our leadership has become very adept at creating lists of
things to do, boxes to check, that are created so we can say that we did something.
Doing so, perfectly aware that the boxes we check on these lists really don't have a
real impact on the actual conditions of teaching and learning.
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Implementation and expansion of the Schoolwide Enrichment Model (SEM) is my
highest priority for the district. It has allowed me to maintain my FTE and see all of the
students in my school who need enrichment and/or acceleration in a small group
setting, lots of autonomy in implementation at a school level, and readily available
support (visits directly to my school whenever asked for) - a world away from where we
were just 2 years ago. With Lucinda and Raquel retiring, there are many worries about
this important move toward equity and inclusion in gifted ed, especially for our Title I
schools. The teachers I have heard complain the most are those who do not have a full
caseload of students, but who do not want to see more students - they are not working
as hard as other teachers at the school (I know this from my own experience), and they
complain about SEM because it asks them to do a very reasonable amount of work for
kids, in exchange for keeping their FTE un-cut.
The special education resource teachers and overseeing positions at City Center
should be considered for filling vacant special education positions until qualified
personnel are hired.
Thank you for taking our comments and input. Please consider them carefully. Avoid
getting caught up in politics. Listen to your teachers.
I believe that any superintendent or supervisor should solicit the input of their
constituents - on a regular basis. I also think that they should send out surveys on the
health of the staff. Right now, I think that teacher exhaustion is at an all-time high.
Being proactive would help teachers to know that they matter to administration and
that although we can be replaced, the fact that we are here now for kids, is important
to our supervisors.
Our next superintendent can not come from within the district. There must be more
objectivity to evaluate the different departments, the procedures, the personnel. The
Special Education troubles that have plagued APS are a prime example of why outside
eyes are needed. Other departments have had problems and perhaps things need to
be done differently. Superintendents coming from the ranks of APS are not likely to reevaluate and make changes.
1. I believe that we need to find a way to begin to make parents accountable for
participating in their child's education. 2. Pay raises for Special Education teachers as
they are NOT equivalent to General Education teachers as most other states give
SPED teachers more pay than GE 3. Needs to be more mandated training for EAs so
they can be more of a participant in the education of students.
I'm done with all the negativity associated with being a SPED teacher in NM. I plan to
finish the year and leave to higher paying State.
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We are suffering from our size and the impersonal nature of a poorly managed system.
I see examples of great teaching that is rarely if EVER tapped and explored for
scalability and effectiveness with our underserved population.
I think a leading problem in the district is lack of strong Principals. I have seen in
15years, working in zone 1 schools, a complete lack of process in identifying a
Principal that fits the needs of individual sites/communities. I think the District AND the
Union have failed to support Principals in garnering the relationships needed to have
team based schools. In the area of Special Education, Principals are taking the fall for a
completely inept department and the Union is supporting votes of no confidence in
them versus the district. It is well researched that the largest contributor to school
culture and climate is a strong leader/Principal. The next Superintendent needs to have
transparency and communication, better oversight of the Associate Superintendents
and a willingness to foster Principals as liaisons to their school sites and protectors of
their staff, students, and families. The us vs them mentality that is promoted is
damaging our schools and morale. The practice of placing principals from expedited
administrative programs, rather than time and experience, is insulting to teachers being
evaluated by them as well. In a nutshell, more Principal consideration and better
identification/individualization of what certain zones/schools need.
As an elementary music teacher I do not like to term "support staff". I have a teaching
license just like a general classroom teacher. I went to college and got a degree. I
prefer to be called the music teacher.
Our next leading administrator needs to know that APS has its challenges, its teachers
are committed hard working professionals, and that its students are as diverse as the
landscape they will move into. We need a leader that is ready to address the deep
rooted issues that have divided the isles of administrators and teachers for too long in
this state and district.
Innovation. Later starting time for high schools and/or the 4 day week.
A system of schools needs to meet society where it is. Extra focus on social and
emotional learning is needed. Extra staff are needed to support students coming into
elementary school, who have numerous markers on an Adverse Childhood
Experiences survey.
Teachers aren't in it for the money. For the most part, they are in this profession
because they want to help students be the best that they can be. I was a restaurant
manager before this. In management I learned that happy employees translates into
happy customers. Happy customers translates into growing the business.
Administrators (including the Superintendent) are management, teachers are the
employees and our students are our customers. We need management that will
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support, educate and lift up the employee instead of blaming them for everything and
weighing them down in needless red tape, testing and evaluations. By supporting
teachers, administration is supporting the students. We need a superintendant tah
understands this and advocates on teacher's behalf to the state legislature to get rid of
some of these policies that are major distractions and taking teacher's minds off doing
their job which is teaching.
For the traits and skills that the new superintendent should have, what I've appreciated
most about Superintendent Reedy is that she's set a positive and honest tone, and that
she knows our communities. Any items marked 'Important' instead of 'Very Important'
are because I feel we're already improving in those areas under her leadership.
Our superintendent also really needs to take a look at what is going on with the school
janitorial staff. [Many of ]Our schools look disgusting. Beyond the maintenance needs
that would replace moldy ceiling panels and paint jobs, the bathrooms are not getting
cleaned, they are not restocked with soap and paper; the floors are sticky; families and
students find the schools dirty and are shocked at how poorly they are maintained. I
am staff, I avoid many bathrooms. I see janitors on their cell phones, sitting in their
offices. I've heard them tell the office to have parents pick up broken glass. There is a
lack of pride or work ethic in many janitors for keeping a school clean. I know we have
cleaning supplies, we just need the janitors to use their time efficiently and clean. Some
janitors are wonderful, but then they are expected to pick up the slack. Higher
management should develop a checklist and random/ unannounced on site work
quality checks. Maybe the new ones need extra training and more rigorous
supervision. Consequences or rewards should be given for poor or very good work,
respectively.
We need someone we can talk to without causing retaliation from the principals. We
need a person who will stop the practice of having to have a lesson plan ready to hand
to a principal who walks in to do a walkthrough. Also, who will help stop the idea of
covering our boards with lesson plans, leaving the boards free for teaching.
Superintendent must be cognizant of outside issues; poverty, family structure, etc. that
affect our students, particularly in the South Valley. Superintendent must also BACK
UP TEACHERS and HOLD STUDENTS AND PARENTS ACCOUNTABLE - a teacher at
our school recently had false allegations made by a female student. No consequences
for the student. Too often students are permitted to be disrespectful to teachers,
destroy property and jeopardize safety and the learning environment with no
consequences. The rights of students to learn in a safe and productive environment
must be protected from students who are unsafe and disruptive. Parents must be held
accountable for the actions of their students, teachers and principals who are trying to
hold students accountable must be backed up by the district. We need a
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superintendent who will hold students and parents to high standards and support
teachers who want to do the same for their students.
Again, the next APS Superintendent must have an extensive background in education
(including special education). This person must have a PASSION for children and
educators. This person must be strong and be willing to fight/advocate for APS
employees and students.
Union and APS admin work together for STUDENTS not adult or adult egos. If we do
what is best for kids as our our driving force, everythig else will fall in place. The adults
need to stop complaining and putting themselves first before kids. Personal agendas is
not what is best for kids.
To enable more students with disabilities to benefit from the inclusion setting and,
specifically, to enable effective collaboration in inclusion classrooms, I would like to
see the District and AFT collaborate to develop training and to hold site administration
accountable for supporting team teaching.
More training is needed for newer teachers in regards to phonics and dyslexia. Gifted
students need challenges in the classroom with materials to utilize.
Special education needs an overhaul
APS is disappointing.
We do not get paid enough to deal with everything that is demanded of us.
Principal interferes with progress.
It is imperative that the next superintendent is FROM New Mexico (or has been living
her for at least 10 years); has experience working in the APS school system, and is
knowledgeable about our communities, families, and students and the unique
challenges they face.
The superintendent needs to be visionary and aware that new ideas and innovation are
strongly needed to bring improvements to all aspects of the educational system.
Our district is too big, and clusters do not receive what they need when represented by
only one person on the board. If we are going to continue to have only one board for a
district this size, the money we pay people in central office needs to be reallocated and
budgeted better.
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APS struggles to become pro-active. APS has always displayed reactive protocols and
policies, never proactive. APS does not learn from their mistakes.
We need more school autonomy so that we can serve the needs of our individual
communities. Teacher led schools and a principal mentor program.
Something has got to change, drastically. The past ten years have been awful! We
have TOO MANY PEOPLE on the payroll at City Center!
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